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ABSTRACT
Three groups of pigeons (4 Ss per group) were.given
discrimination training on two interdimensional tasks.
Training was staged such that for two groups, one task
(555nm S* vs 90° S<=) had to be learned to a 10 to 1 response
criterion before training began on a second task (90° St vs
538nm S-),

The third group received similar training, fol

lowed by training on two staged intradimensional tasks
(same stimuli as used with the interdimens ional tasks but
rearranged)0
Following training, all subjects were tested for
generalization along the wavelength and line-angle dimen
sions „

Many subjects from the two groups receiving only the

staged interdimensional discrimination training showed be
havioral contrast during acquisition, but none showed a
peak shift along either dimension during generalization
testing,

A majority of birds from the group receiving

staged intradimensional discrimination training showed con
trast; three showed a peak shift along the line-angle
dimension; and all showed peak shifts along the wavelength
dimension.
The results are discussed in terms of the con
ditions necessary and sufficient to produce stimulus control
vi

vii

and peak shift are evaluated.

Comparisons to errorless

learning techniques and the role of S- response inhibition
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The peak shift CPS) has been defined (Hanson 1959)
as a change in the model response rate category obtained
during stimulus generalization tests following discrim
ination learning in which one stimulus (Sf) was correlated
with reinforcement and a second stimulus (S-) was corre
lated with extinction (or a less dense schedule of
reinforcement)„

The modal response rate category shifts to

a stimulus beyond S+ in a direction away from S- along the
stimulus dimension.

Almost without exception the training

procedures used to produce PS have been successive dis
crimination tasks with S+ and S- from the same dimension
(i.e., intradimensional training).
several disadvantages.

This limitation has

With intradimensional training the

experimenter is forced to explore PS along one dimension at
a time9 thus precluding direct comparisons of the PS ob
tained from different dimensions,

A1so9 conclusions about

PS have been framed in terms of response rate and/or rein
forcement density reduction during the S- component but
always within an intradimensional training context.

Few

other training techniques have been available to test the
generality of these conclusions since no others have been
1

found to reliably produce P S „

Thus, there is a

need for

some other method of producing P S ,
There are three previous studies which have at
tempted to produce PS with other than the typical intradimensional training procedure0

Notably$ Honig, Thomas and

Guttman (1959) attempted to produce PS by giving 10 ses
sions of reinforced single stimulus training with a 550nm
light9 followed by one session of massed extinction in the
presence of a 57 0nm light stimulus.

However9 this pro

cedure failed to produce PS in a postdiscrimination
generalization test along the wavelength dimension. Never
theless , Friedman and Guttman (1965) did report
massed extinction given in the

a PS if the

presence, of. the 570nm stimu

lus was preceded by interdimensional training between the
550nm S+ and a white cross superimposed on the 550nm light
(S—)„

Friedman and Guttman suggested that the intendimen-

sional training procedure produced a ’’general” state of
sensitivity to the ’’specific” extinctive effects associated
with the 570nm S-.

This general state of dimensional sensi

tivity was inferred from the phenomenon of behavioral
contrast present during discrimination training.

Behavior

al contrast refers to the increase in the response rate in
S+ above what it was prior to the beginning of discrimi
nation training as a result of a reduction in the response
rate and/or reinforcement density in S- (Reynolds 1961).

The production of contrast through interdimensional dis
crimination training was thought to sensitize subjects to
the extinctive effects of the 570nm S- which in turn pro
duced PS o

Friedman and Guttman concluded that in order for

a PS to occur9 the S* must at some time be alternated with
an S- but not necessarily one from the same dimension*
The subject must also have some experience with an S- from
the dimension of St*
Akins and Lyons (1974) more thoroughly tested these
conclusions and developed a procedure which may allow for
the study of the PS along two dimensions simultaneously*
They demonstrated that under the proper conditions, a PS
can be obtained solely through interdimensional discrimi
nation training*

These authors used a ’’dual alternation”

procedure in which successive, interdimensional discrimi
nation training between a 555nm light (S+) and a 15° lineangle (S-) was alternated with days of interdimensional
discrimination training between a 90° line-angle (S+) and
538nm light (S-)*

Thus, two separate interdimensional

tasks were alternated such that a wavelength served as the
S+ with an angle as the S- but during alternating sessions
a different line-angle served as the S+ (9„0°) and a dif
ferent wavelength as the S- (538nm).

Thus, instead of

using separate massed extinction i n ,the presence of a wave
length S— , Akins and Lyons used alternating days of
training on a second interdimensional task involving a

wavelength (S+) in order to produce P S ,

Their results

showed PS for all subjects in a postdiscrimination general
isation test along the wavelength dimension.

Although no

PS was observed along the line-angle dimension9 Akins and
Lyons concluded that this was due to the large difference
between S+ and S- (90° vs 15°).

The presence of clear S+

and S- stimulus control observed during generalization
testing supports this explanation.
The Akins and Lyons procedure involved alternating
days of training between two separate interdimensional
tasks.

However9 a question can be raised about the neces

sity of alternating these tasks daily in order to produce
PS.

Recall that Friedman and Guttman produced PS through

interdimensional training followed by massed extinction in
the presence of a wavelength S - .

There was only one alter

nation from the interdimensional task to the wavelength Srather than the daily alternation used by Akins and Lyons.
In view of this, the present study used a staging tech
nique where discrimination training to criterion on one
interdimensional task (555nm S+ vs 60° line-angle S-) was
given followed by training to criterion on a second interdimensional task (90° line-angle S* vs 5 38 nm S-),

Thus,

only a. single alternation between the two intradimensional
S+ and S-s was provided.

The major purpose of the present

study was to test the hypothesis that PS may be produced
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through such a staging technique and that the task alter
nation used by Akins and Lyons is not a necessary condition
for the production of PS.

Based on the Friedman and Gutt-

man results, it was anticipated that the staging technique
would effectively produce PS along both the line-angle and
wavelength dimensions.

METHOD
Subjects
The subjects were 12 experimentally naive adult
White and Silver King pigeons, obtained from a local sup
plier.

Each bird was maintained at 70-75% of their free

feeding weight throughout the experiment,
Apparatus
Four pigeon chambers housed within commercially
available insulation chests were used.

The internal

dimensions of the chambers were as follows: 13-1/2 inches
longs 13^1/2-inches wides and 12 inches high.

Each chamber

was equipped, with a transparent plexiglass response keys
3-1/2 inches in diameter9 located 9 inches above the
chamber floor and directly above a 2-inch-long by 1-1/2inch-high opening which provided access to mixed grain when
a hopper located behind the front wall was elevated.
opening was located 3 inches above the floor.

The

A house

lights 1-1/2 inches in diameter and located 10 inches
above the floor provided a low level of illumination. This
house light was 8 inches to the right of the response key.
A fan provided ventilation .-and masking noise.

Industrial

Electronic Engineers In-Line Display Cells (models E458 0164 and E458 0-184):provided the stimuli which included

nine different wavelengths (501, 5119 538, 548 9 555 „ 566 9 •
5769 5899 and 606nm (cf. Lyons and Klipec 1971).

These

stimuli form an ordinal rather than an interval scale along
the wavelength continuum.

Also, white lines at eleven dif

ferent angular orientations (15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°,
105°, 120°, 135°, 150°, and 165°) rotated counterclockwise
from horizontal were available for projection on the
response key.

The chambers were operated by electro

mechanical programming equipment located in the same room.
Procedure
Upon arrival at the laboratory, all birds were
individually caged and allowed free access to food and
water until a stable weight level was obtained.

Each bird

was then food-deprived until a weight level between 70-75%
of their free feeding weight was obtained.

Training began

on the day this weight was recorded.
The birds were randomly assigned to one of three
groups (4 subjects per group).
training procedure used.

Table 1 illustrates the

Groups 1 and 2 will be discussed

first, followed by an explanation of the procedure used
with the control group (Group 3).

On Day 1 of training,

subjects from Group 1 were magazine- and key-peck-trained
and allowed to obtain 50 reinforcements on a continuous
reinforcement (CRF) schedule.

Reinforcement consisted of

a 3-sec access to a food hopper containing a mixed grain

Table 1„

Training and Testing Procedures for Three Groups
of Subjects

Pretraining
Day

2

3

4

5

S r — 20

555nm

90°

5 55nm

90°

5 55nm

555nm - 90°

Rein
forcement 50
Schedule (CRF)

50
(CRF)

50
(CRF)

555mn

90(

15-50
30-50
sec
sec periods periods
under
under
VI 1/4 VI 1/2
min
min
555nm

90°

555nm

Group

Rein
forcement
Schedule (CRF)

50
(CRF)

50
(CRF)

15-50
30-50
sec
sec
periods periods
• under
under
VI 1/4 VI 1/2
.min
min

90°
555nm - 60°
(St)
(St)
(S-)

90°

90°
(St)

■'538nm
(S~)

VI 1 ’ - VI I 1
15-50 sec
VI 1 ? - EXT
periods for
15 - 50 sec
. each stim
periods
ulus
for each
stimulus

Half of the subjects receive training similar to that of
Group 1 subjects| the other half receive training similar
to Group 2 subjects until completion of the second interdimensional discrimination task*

Interdimensional
Discriminations

Generalization
Testing

To 10/1 Criterion

VI I*.- VI 1' VI 1 ’ - EXT
15-50 s e c .
15 - 50 sec
periods for
periods
each stim
for each
ulus
stimulus

2

Stimuli

Interdimensional
Discriminations

Baseline

1

0

Group

1

Stimuli

8

• 538nm
(S =>.)

VI 1 ’ - EXT
15 - 50 sec
periods
for each
stimulus
555nm
(St)

. 60°
(S=»)

VI V - EXT
15 - 50 sec
periods .
for each
stimulus

Receive
testing

Wave
length

Lineangle

Next
Extinc Extinc
tion
tion

Redeive
testing

Lineangle

Wave
length

Next

To 10/1 Criterion

Receive.both lineangle and wave
90o-60°
length generaliza
5 5 5nm-.. 5.3 8 ran
(st)
(s-v
(St)(S-) tion tests with
order counter
VI- 1' EXT
VI 1 8 EXT balanced within
group
Order of tasks
counterbalanced with
in group

pigeon feed.

On the next two days, Group 1 received an

additional 50 reinforcements on CRF for key-pecking in the
presence of a 90° line-angle (Day 2) and then in the
presence of the 555nm light (Day 3).
During the next two sessions, the reinforcement
schedule was changed from CRF to a variable interval (VI)
15 sec.(Day 4 ) 9 and VI 30 sec training (Day 5),

Group 1

subjects received fifteen such periods during the VI 15 sec
training and thirty such periods during the VI 30 sec.
training.

Each stimulus period was separated from the next

by a ten-second blackout of the key and "houselight."

The

VI 15 sec session was conducted in the presence of a 90°
line-angle while the 555nm wavelength appeared on the
pecking key during the VI 30 sec training day.

Thus,

throughout this preliminary training, the stimulus on the
key alternated days of presentation (i.e., 555nm on Day 1,
90° line-angle on Day 2, 555nm on Day 3, etc,).

Group 2

received the same preliminary training except the stimulus
on Day I'was the 90° line-angle, on Day 2 the 555nm wave
length, Day 3 the 90° line-angle, etc.

Since both the

555nm wavelength and the 90° line-angle were used as S+s
in later discrimination training, the alternating days of
stimulus presentation and the counterbalancing of stimulus
presentation between Groups 1 and 2 served to minimize any
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preference for either stimulus due to the order of the
initial stimulus presentations,
On Day 6 9 both groups began fifteen days of nondif
ferential reinforcement training.

Responding in the

presence of either the 555nm light or the 90° line-angle
was reinforced on a VI one-minute schedule.

Each stimulus

was presented 15 times with each stimulus period 50 secs in
duration and each period separated from the next by a 10sec blackout of the key and "houselight."

The stimuli were

alternated in a quasi-random sequence with the restriction
that no more than two S+ or S- periods occurred in succes
sion,

This nondifferential training provided a baseline

response rate to each of the stimuli against which the
effects of later discrimination training could be judged.
Following the fifteen days of nondifferential
training9 both groups began interdimensional discrimination
training.

As Table 1 indicates9 the 555nm wavelength was

used as an St for Group 1,
on a VI 1-min schedule,

Responding to it was reinforced

A 60° line-angle was introduced as

the S — j with responding in its presence subject to an ex
tinction schedule.

For Group 2, the 90° line-angle served

as the St (VI 1-min schedule) and a 538nm wavelength was
used as the S- (EXT),

Each day, fifteen S> periods were

randomly alternated with 15 S- periods under the restric
tions imposed during the nondifferential training.

Training continued in this manner until a criterion of 10
)

responses to S+ for each response to S- was obtained on two
successive days„

Group 1 then began discrimination

training on the 90° (St) vs 538nm (S=) task, while Group 2
subjects received the 555nm (St) vs 60° (S^) task.

These

training conditions remained in effect until a criterion
of 10 responses to St for each response to S- was obtained
on two successive days.

Note that the order of the inter-

dimensional discrimination tasks was counterbalanced between
the groups.

This was done to minimize any bias that might

occur as a result of the ordering of the discrimination
tasks.
Upon achievement of criterion on the second task.
Group 1 was administered a generalization test along the
angularity dimension.

Stimuli appearing on the key were the

eleven line-angles previously mentioned.

The eleven test

stimuli were randomized within a series and four different
random sequences were presented to each subject.
On the following day. Group 1 was given a second
generalization test along the wavelength dimension.

The

test stimuli consisted of the nine wavelengths previously
mentioned.

The nine test stimuli were randomized within a

series and five different random sequences were presented
to each subject.
in extinction.

All generalization testing was conducted
A five-minute warm-up preceded each test

12

under a VI 1-min reinforcement schedule.

The 90° line-

angle was projected on the key during the warm-up for the
angularity test and the 555nm light, appeared during the
warm-up for the wavelength generalization test.
On the day following criterion performance on the
second interdimensional discrimination task given Group 2, .
two days of generalization testing began under conditions
similar to those of Group 1,

However, Group 2 received the

wavelength test first, followed the next day by the angle
generalization test.

Each test was preceded by the five-

minute warm-up similar to that given Group 1,
Group 3 served as an additional control in this ex
periment,

Half of these subjects received training similar

to Group 1, while the other half followed the procedure
used with Group 2,

Training differed from that of Group 1

or Group 2 only in that two intradimensional tasks were
given in a staged order following completion of the two
interdimensional tasks.

One task involved a 555nm St and

a 538nm S-, while the other used a 90° S+ and a 60° S(note that these are the same stimuli used in the interdimensional discrimination tasks),

The training sequence

of these tasks was counterbalanced within the group with
all other procedures remaining similar to those used with
the interdimensional tasks.

13

Testing conditions were similar to those used with
Groups 1 and 2 9 with the order of tests counterbalanced
within Group 3,

The postdiscrimination generalization gra

dients obtained from this group were used to compare
gradients obtained under standard intradimensional training
with those obtained from the staged interdimensional tasks
mastered by Groups 1 and 2,

RESULTS
Figure 1 presents the training data for two repre
sentative birds from Groups 1 and 2.

Note that both

interdimensional tasks were acquired rapidly with total
training days to criterion ranging from 10 to 18»

The

presence of behavioral contrast for each subject can be
visually determined by comparing the response rate to St
during the last five days of baseline training (trials

11

through 15) with St responding during discrimination train
ing »

Contrast is said to be present, if there are five days

of discrimination training where responding to St is higher
than the highest day of baseline„

Determination of con

trast is typically visual rather than statistical.

The

presence or absence of behavioral contrast is not essential
for the purposes of this study (as defined by the hypothe
sis tested) and is included only because it is so often
related to PS in the literature.
The data represented in Figure 1 were selected be
cause they show all of the possible patterns of contrast
over the two discrimination tasks? contrast during the
first task 9 but not the second (F-18); contrast during the
second, but not the first task (F-l); contrast during both
discriminations (G-30); and contrast during neither of the
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tasks (G-24),
and

2 9

Considering all of the subjects in Groups 1 .

however, there were more instances of contrast shown

than not shown.
Figure 1 should be compared with Figure 2, which
presents the training data for Group 3, those receiving
intradimensional training following the initial interdimensional training.

Note that responding to S+ during

discrimination training is generally higher than during
baseline.

After the first or second day of discrimination

training on each task there is never any overlap between
discrimination and baseline rates.

Thus, except for D- 4 ,

whose St response rate during the discrimination tasks
never increased above the baseline level, all subjects
showed very clear contrast effects,
Figure 3 illustrates the generalization gradients
obtained from the birds in Group 1 following testing along
the angularity dimension (left panels) and along the wave
length dimension (right panels).

Notice that no PS was

observed on either dimension for any bird.

In comparing

the gradients from each dimension, observe that those from
the wavelength continuum show definite stimulus control:
The response rate to each stimulus corresponds to the ordinal position of the stimulus relative to the S+ and S-.
Suppression of responding in the presence of S- occurred
and in all cases the St was the modal response category.

-
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However 9 the angularity dimension gradients are very irreg1

ular in form.
Only F - 2

There is a marked lack of stimulus control.

and F-18 have S+ as the modal response category

and responding to the S- is relatively high.

These data

suggest that the line-angle St and S- exerted little if any.
stimulus control over response rates at the individual
stimulus values.

Since responding, at each stimulus value

is well above zero and the gradients tend to be flat, the
possibility of dimensional control cannot be ruled out.
Dimensional control refers to a tendency to generalize from
one stimulus along a dimension to all stimuli from that
dimension.

The subject learns to respond to a particular

dimension rather than only one value along that dimension.
However 3 the present study made no attempt to assess the
presence or absence of dimensional control.

This is an

empirical question which remains to be answered.
Generalization test data for Group 2 subjects are
presented in Figure 4.

The wavelength gradients appear

similar to those of Group 1,

Responding to S- is minimal
i

and the modal response category in every case is the 555nm
1. An analysis of variance performed on the data
presented in Figure 1 indicates, a reliable gradient along
the wavelength dimension (Fg 2 4 = 22.26 p > ,01), while the
same analysis performed on t&e data from the line-angle
dimension -fails to reach statistical significance
(Fl0929s l °87 P > °05).
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S+.

2
The gradients do show stimulus control.

The gradi

ents obtained from testing along the line-angle dimension
are less uniform in shape„
trol (i.e .

5

There is a lack of stimulus con

no subjects have S+ as the modal response

category and response rates to individual stimuli seem unre3
lated to their ordinal position relative to the S+ and S-).
Furthermore 9 as with Group 1, no PS was observed along
either dimension.

Along the angularity dimension, G-24 does

show a higher response rate to the stimulus relocated away
from S=; however, PS is usually associated with response sup
pression in the presence of S~.

Since G-24 does show many

responses to S-, this gradient is probably spurious.

F-20

has a modal response category removed from S- on the St .
side of the gradient, but the over-all gradient is so irreg
ular that this would not be considered a PS (the presence of
PS always implies that stimulus control is also present).
The other subjects from Group 2 failed to show PS along the
line-angle dimension.
The generalization gradients obtained from the birds•
in Group 1 and Group 2 should also be compared with those
obtained from the birds in Group 3.
trated in Figure 5.

The latter are illus

Observe that along the wavelength

dimension (left panels) all subjects showed P S .

There were
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eneralization performance along the wavelength
nd line-angle dimensions for Group 3 subjects

very few responses in the presence of the wavelength S- and
the gradients resemble those generally obtained following
intradimensional training Cc f » Hanson 1959).

The gradients

obtained from the angularity dimension also show peak
shifts in three of the birds»

Stimulus control along both

dimensions is generally evident as well,^
In general, then, the results show that those sub
jects receiving only the staged interdimensional. training
display at least some contrast effects but do not show PS
during generalization testing.

Furthermore, the wavelength

generalization gradients show stimulus control,-while the
line-angle dimension generalization gradients tend to show
less or none at all,

On the other hand, those subjects re

ceiving staged intradimensional discrimination training as
well as interdimensional discrimination training show both
contrast and PS with stimulus control present along both
dimensions.

4, Wavelength dimension: Fg 24=4,72 (p ^ ,05);
line-angle dimension: Fio,29-^°89 Cp. < .^05),

DISCUSSION
The results of the present study indicate that
staged interdimensional discrimination training is not suf
ficient to produce P S $ although it may produce behavioral
contrasto

These results are in conflict with those re

ported by Friedman and Guttman (1965),.

Recall that these

authors concluded that in order for PS to be produced; the
S> must be alternated with an S- (not necessarily one from
the S4- dimension) and that subjects must at some point in
training have experience with an S- from the same dimension
as S + .

Certainly these conditions were met in the present

study.

In fact $ the only real difference between the pro

cedure used here and that of Friedman, and Guttman was that
a second interdimensional task involving an S- from the
original St dimension was used instead of just massed ex
tinction to the S— ,

It appears that the extinction effects

that accrue to the S- during discrimination training are
not the same as those produced through massed extinction 9
at least as measured by the postdiscrimination generali
zation gradients.
It is difficult to reconcile the results of this
study with those obtained by Akins and Lyons (1974) using a
"dual alternation" procedure.
24

Recall that they also gave
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training on two interdimensional tasks, but in a succes
sively alternating situation rather than in a staged .
sequence and found PS in all Ss along the color dimension.
Perhaps there is a temporal factor involved such that the
wavelength St and S- can be more easily associated on the
same dimension across two successive days as opposed to the
lesser contiguity afforded by the staging technique.

An

other possible argument is suggested by Akins and Lyons in
their conclusion that under the dual alternation procedure
specific inhibitory and excitatory properties form around
the individual S+s and S-s,

The results of the present

experiment suggest that this conclusion may be specific to
the dual alternation procedure.

Certainly 9 individual gra

dients of excitation and inhibition did not develop in the
present experiment

9

at least to the extent that such gra

dients are reflected in the PS.

In addition to the lack of

PS along the line-angle dimension, little stimulus control
was inferred during generalization testing.

This suggests

that staged interdimens ional discrimination training does
not effectively require subjects to associate S t ; respond,
S-i inhibit responding, but rather 555nm present: respond,
555nm absents inhibit responding.
The lack of equivalent stimulus saliency across the
wavelength and line-angle dimension is probably a factor
involved here.

It is well documented (Newman and Baron
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1965, Terrace 19 6 3) that wavelength stimuli are attended to
more strongly than line-angle stimuli, at least in the case
of the pigeon.

Thus, unless the training procedure somehow

forces the subject to associate inhibitory and excitatory
properties with specific line-angle stimuli, subjects tend
to learn an interdimensional task more on the basis of the .
presence or absence of a wavelength stimulus.
The results of this study point out an interesting
finding concerning the so-called dependence (correlation)
of behavioral contrast and PS,

Terrace (1972) stated that

behavioral contrast is a necessary precursor to the PS and
that the phenomena are always correlated with each other in
the intradimensional situation.

In the present study, many

subjects given only the staged .interdimensional training
showed increased responding to the Sts from both dimensions
relative to their baseline condition correlated with a re
duction in the response rate to the corresponding S-. Thus,
behavioral contrast was present and the necessary conditions
for production of PS according to Terrace were met; how
ever, only one PS was observed along either dimension.
This suggests that behavioral contrast and PS are not cor
related or dependent, events.

Furthermore, Terrace, and

others— Bloomfield (1967), Hearst, Besley and Farthing
(1970), Weisman (1969)— contend that the production of con
trast is contingent upon specific inhibitory properties
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forming around S- as a result of the reduction of rein
forcement density and/or response rate in its presence.

As

was pointed out earlier, no specific inhibitory properties
appear to be associated with the line-angle S- (as evidenced
by the line-angle generalization gradients).

However,

behavioral contrast was observed in the 555nm S+ component .
temporally contiguous with the 60° S-,

This suggests that

the conditions necessary and sufficient to produce behav
ioral contrast must be re-evaluated.

Perhaps only a

reduction in the response rate in the presence of the con
tiguous S- is necessary to enhance responding to the St,
independent of any specific inhibitory properties which may
form around S=,
It is important to note that the gradients obtained
along the wavelength dimension following the staging tech
nique training (i.e., Groups 1 and 2) showed stimulus
control, but no PS,

These..gradients are, in fact, quite

similar to those Terrace (1964) has obtained using an
errorless training procedure.

Terrace has argued that the

PS is partly the result of aversive emotional-, properties
associated with the S- which do not occur when the animal
fails to respond to the S- during acquisition of a discrim
ination.

In the present study, no attempt was made to

prevent responding to either S-, and in fact substantial
responding to S- did occur; yet, a peak shift failed to
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reliably develop 0

This seems to contradict Terrace’s argu~

ment 9 thereby suggesting that the necessary and sufficient
conditions for producing PS observed by Terrace (197-2) cannot be generalized to all circumstances,
The results of this study indicate that so-called
"errorless" generalization gradients (i.e e 5 no PS) can be
produced through standard discrimination training if the
proper interdimensional staging technique is used.

It

would seem that this procedure could be used to test the
generality of Terrace's position.

It is simplers faster,,

and more reliably produces^ a_ lack of„PS than Terrace's
fade-in procedure or Lyons'

(19 6ii:91969)' "blaGkbut-approach.

Few studies have dealt with the S+ and S- alter
nation conditions that seem to be necessary to produce PS.
Ellis (19 70) did find that if only one alternation from an
intradimensional S- to an St was given* no PS occurred*
but apparently his is the only study available.

Certainly*

based on the present study's results and those of Akins and
Lyons (1974)* the number of S+/S- alternations (both within
and across discrimination tasks) plays an essential role in
producing PS.

It seems likely that more will have to be

known about adequate alternation parameters before the
necessary and sufficient conditions for the production of
PS can be defined.
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